
POINT NEPEAN RUN. 
By Derk Tuik. 

 Second run for the month of March to Point Nepean at the end of our Peninsula or if 
you will the back yard of a couple of our members, two meeting points, the clubrooms and 
the other Rod’s place, I was off early to get to Rod’s and as I entered Moorooduc Rd I spy 
to my right Chris Shepherd with Russell King in hot pursuit but I needing fuel allows Chris, 
Julie & Russ to get there before me, but only by a couple of minutes. 
 We soon settle down in the shed with cups of tea and coffee which were kindly 
brewed by Chris and as always we solve the world’s problems, or at least tried to, then we 
checked out Rod’s FE which ticks over quite nicely for something it’s age and having had 
no real work done on it as yet it’s about now that Robert Peime along with Mike Humphreys 
. 

 Time to leave and we head off with Rod towing the BBQ trailer behind his Ute leading 
the way and followed by five more earlies to meet up with the others who are waiting for us 
on the side of the freeway and sure enough there they are, Jeff White who takes over the 
roll of lead car with Ian & Jane and Big Trev behind, Jeff sets a nice pace 50-55 miles an 
hour got us past the camera car which stood out like the proverbial and then later a candy 
car which we hadn’t noticed but Jeff did, we enter  Point Nepean park and there are enough 
spots for us to park altogether and we push the trailer up onto the grassed area where we 
set up camp for the day. 

At this stage some of us take a short walk to see what’s on offer, answer Plenty, 
mostly in the form of walks which later in the day one or two decide to take but for the most 
part we just sat around and enjoyed the day chatting, not only amongst ourselves but also 
with members of the public who showed great interest in our cars even the park ranger came 
along for a look and completely ignored the fact we had the BBQ trailer up on the grass. 

 All in all a very relaxing day out for those that attended, had started off a bit on the 
chilly side but once the sun come out to play all was good and the ladies were happy. 

 Members with Earlies.                                                Members without. 
 Rod & Sharon Grummitt 
 Derk Tuik 
 Big Trev 
 Mike Humphreys 
 Robert Peime 

Chris & Julie Shepherd 
Russell King 
Jeff White 
Ian & Jane MacLean 

Look at that, no members without, how often does that happen? 


